
Feminism is a tricky word. Misunderstood, misused and missing out
men. Or is it?

How is gender understood by the general public and what does it mean in the
age of Trump, #metoo and BiC Pens For Her? We have had awkwardly frank
conversations with everyone from a suffragette grandmother to pornstar Ben
Dover.

Fusing the frank language of interview testimony with beautiful movement
inspired by Gecko, Frantic Assembly and DV8, Hysterical promises to be a
fresh, varied and often outrageous take on what gender means today. It might
get weird but it definitely won’t be boring.

An ensemble of 11 young performers conducted the interviews and will present
their findings in what promises to be a divisive and emotive production.

Lund makes new theatre. The company is comprised of a young ensemble
committed to inventive storytelling. Our work is collaborative and lyrical. This is
Lund’s fourth year as one of the youngest companies at the Fringe.

The company also perform Let’s Talk About Porn from 19-25 Aug at C at 19:50.

‘Beautifully brought to life’  LondonTheatre1.com

‘The Fringe run has ended, but do catch them elsewhere if you can’
FringeGuru

‘Thoughtful…confident…imaginative’ British Theatre Guide
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ten word blurb
Feminism is tricky. Misunderstood, and missing out men. Or is it?

twenty word blurb
Feminism is a tricky word. Testimony from suffragette grandmothers and
pornstars. It might get weird but definitely not boring.

fringe programme 40-word blurb
Feminism is a tricky word. Misunderstood, misused and missing out men. Or
is it? We’ve had awkwardly frank conversations about gender with everyone
from a suffragette grandmother to pornstar Ben Dover. It might get weird
but definitely not boring.
fringe web blurb
Feminism is a tricky word. Misunderstood, misused and missing out men. Or
is it? How is gender understood by the general public and what does it mean
in the age of Trump, #metoo and BiC Pens For Her? We have had awkwardly
frank conversations with everyone from a suffragette grandmother to
pornstar Ben Dover. Fusing the frank language of interview testimony with
beautiful movement inspired by Gecko, Frantic Assembly and DV8,
‘Hysterical’ promises to be a fresh, varied and often outrageous take on what
gender means today. It might get weird but it definitely won’t be boring.
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How is gender understood by the general public and what does it mean in the
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conversations with everyone from a suffragette grandmother to pornstar Ben
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&#039;Feminism&#039; is a tricky word. Misunderstood, misused and missing
out men. Or is it? How is gender understood by the general public and what
does it mean in the age of Trump, #metoo and BiC Pens For Her? We have had
awkwardly frank conversations with everyone from a suffragette grandmother
to pornstar Ben Dover.

Fusing the frank language of interview testimony with beautiful movement
inspired by Gecko, Frantic Assembly and DV8, ‘Hysterical’ promises to be a
fresh, varied and often outrageous take on what gender means today. It might
get weird but it definitely won’t be boring.

An ensemble of 11 young performers conducted the interviews and will
present their findings in what promises to be a divisive and emotive
production.

Lund makes new theatre. The company is comprised of a young ensemble –
committed to inventive storytelling. Our work is collaborative and lyrical. This
is our fourth year as one of the youngest companies at the Fringe.
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